SUN FRAME TECHNOLOGY
COMFORT
FRAME MATERIALS
Engineering breakthroughs in structural materials allow Oakley to produce lightweight, high-performance frames that
maintain superior protection and comfort.

O MATTER ™
Formulated for high durability and controlled flexibility,
Oakley’s lightweight O Matter™ frames maintain superior
protection and comfort.

C-5 ™
To produce the ultra-strong, ultra-lightweight chassis of
Oakley wire frames, five metallic compounds are fused
into a single C-5™ alloy.

STAINLESS STEEL
The durability of an extremely high strength-to-weight
ratio allows us to make stainless steel frames with
comfortably thin architecture.
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TITANIUM
An ultra-lightweight, virtually indestructible material used
in fighter jets, titanium allows us to produce some of the
strongest, lightest and most comfortable Oakley frames.

ALUMINUM
The high strength-to-weight ratio of Oakley’s aerospacegrade aluminum alloy enables the bold styling of
sculptural designs in a durable and very lightweight frame
construction.

CARBON FIBER
With durability that comes from decades of research and
development in sports innovation, this ultra-lightweight
material provides superior comfort and flexibility.
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SUN FRAME TECHNOLOGY
COMFORT
NO-SNAG NOSEPADS
Oakley Women’s patented hassle-free, adjustable
nosepads won’t snag or pull your hair.

THREE-POINT FIT
Oakley’s Three-Point Fit ensures that each frame makes
contact only at the bridge of the nose and behind
the temples. This retains optics in perfect alignment,
maintains a secure fit and eliminates the discomfort
of ordinary frames that hook the ears with unbalanced
pressure points.

UNOBTAINIUM

®

First introduced on our sport performance products,
Unobtainium® earsocks and nosepads provide increased
comfort and performance. Increases grip with sweat.
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SWITCHLOCK ® TECHNOLOGY
Adapt and conquer with Oakley Switchlock® Technology. The simple switch mechanism makes the process of lens
changing quick and hassle-free. This revolutionary technology lets athletes take full advantage of Oakley’s wide array
of performance lenses to optimize their vision per environment. With conventional interchangeable lens designs,
uneven pressure can distort the lens shape, sending light rays in directions that diminish your vision. Oakley SWITCHLOCK®
Technology makes the process quick and easy, and the lens is held securely in place for optimal clarity of vision.
– Provides optimal convenience with innovations that make lens changing quick and hassle-free.
– Offers the ability to adapt to any environment and keep up with changing light and weather conditions.

SWITCHLOCK ® MODELS
RADARLOCK®

RACING JACKET®
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SUN LENS TECHNOLOGY
CLARITY
OAKLEY HIGH DEFINITION OPTICS (HDO )
®

A combination of technologies and patented innovations that give you clearer, sharper vision, HDO® virtually eliminates the
distortion common in high-wrapped sunglasses.
– REFRACTIVE POWER. Conventional lenses can magnify images. HDO® precision gives less distorted vision across the entire
field of view.
– ASTIGMATISM. Ordinary lenses can’t focus all light waves in the part of your eye that does the seeing. With HDO,® you won’t
have the blur of inferior optics.
– PRISMATIC POWER. With regular lenses, objects aren’t really where you see them. HDO® offers a truer visual image, and it
helps ensure each eye has the same image so your brain won’t have to work overtime.

OAKLEY AUTHENTIC PRESCRIPTION LENSES
Oakley can custom-build eyewear with prescription lenses exactly to the doctor’s orders. Take advantage of the
quality and innovation of a specialty lab created for Oakley dealers. It’s the only way to maintain the integrity and warranty
of the Oakley sunglass and frame. Numerous lens options are available, including Oakley HDPolarized™ and progressive lens
technologies. All lenses feature the unbeatable clarity of Oakley True Digital Technology, and are available in select frames
from +4.00 to -6.00 prescriptions.

PHOTOCHROMIC
– Our photochromic lenses help you adapt to changing light conditions so you can always perform at your best.
– Your lenses won’t be too dark when the sun pulls a disappearing act or too light when it knifes through the clouds.

LIGHT CONDITIONS
BRIGHT LIGHT

LENS ADAPTATIONS
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MEDIUM LIGHT

LOW LIGHT

OAKLEY HDPOLARIZED ™
Oakley HDPolarized™ lenses block 99% of harsh glare and minimize eye strain. Our infusion molding process eliminates the
glues, layering and distortion found in conventional polarized technology.
Other lenses are made up of multiple layers, attached with glue. Glue bonded layers diminish clarity and cause distortion.
One layer and no glue means the greatest possible clarity and least distortion. Look through less to see more.
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PROTECTION
IMPACT PROTECTION
We go to great lengths to ensure our sunglasses protect
your eyes. The lens material and frame geometry provide
protection against high velocity and high mass impact.
– High velocity testing: Impact resistance against light
objects at high speeds.
– High mass testing: Impact resistance against heavy
objects at low speeds.

102 MPH
UV PROTECTION
– Oakley Plutonite® filters out 100% of all UVA, UVB, UVC and harmful blue light up to 400nm.
– The lens material itself blocks UV, so you don’t have to rely on a thin surface coating that can wear away or
become scratched.
– Our optical technologies allow for lens curvature that improves protection at the top and sides of your eyes.
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OAKLE Y LENS TECHNOLOGY
CLARITY
Oakley Prizm™ lens technology has turned eyewear into vital equipment for
sports. It all comes down to enhancing detail in the most precise ways to
optimize your visual experience, and the result is game-changing performance.
We analyze the demands of each sport and environment to ensure each lens
transmits the right wavelengths. That way, you can experience sharpened
visual acuity that helps you see everything more clearly, and react more quickly.
Beyond enhanced detail recognition that helps you spot what you need to see,
Prizm Sport lenses improve your ability to see and track moving objects in your
periphery. Whatever the sport, you’ll have improved performance to help you
compete with confidence.

PRIZM ™ ROAD*
Enhances the road so
you can see obstacles like
rocks and potholes quickly
and feel more confident
as you ride.

PRIZM ™ GOLF*
Enhanced contrast so you
can read the course better
and make more informed
decisions.

PRIZM ™ TRAIL*
Easily distinguish obstacles
such as rocks, sand and
hard packed dirt so you can
ride with confidence.

*Available with Oakley Authentic Prescription Lenses as shown. Prescription lenses are not available with laser etching.
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PRIZM ™ FIELD*
Pick up the ball faster
with the infield lens and
easily track high fly balls
with the outfield lens.

PRIZM ™ WATER
The HDPolarized™ lens
reduces glare and helps
you see the things that
matter most like fish
and the places they
like to hide.

PRIZM ™ SNOW
Enhanced visibility of
snow contours, bumps and
textures.

PRIZM ™ DARK GOLF
Enhances visual contrast in
bright, sunny conditions.

PRIZM ™ LOW LIGHT
Optimizes detail recognition
in low and artificial light
conditions.
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OAKLE Y LENS TECHNOLOGY
Oakley Prizm™ lenses fine tune individual colors, enhancing detail for an optimized
experience. With ordinary sunglass lenses, the world looks dull and flat, but Prizm
lens technology makes everything look vivid and vibrant. It’s a breakthrough that
comes from decades of research in optics for professional athletes, and it helps
you make the most of everything from sports to everyday life.

PRIZM™ EVERYDAY

GREY BASE
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*Lenses also available in Polarized

Prizm™ Grey*

Prizm™ Black*

Prizm™ Sapphire*

Prizm™ Jade*

Some of our most popular lens colors are now available in Prizm. We chose our top sellers, including rich hues of Iridium ®
such as Tungsten, Ruby, Sapphire, and Jade. Customers who prefer a neutral grey tone can choose the Prizm edition of
Black Iridium. Each of these Prizm lens colors is available with HDPolarized® optics that cut glare to improve performance
in sports, and to keep your eyes comfortable when you’re driving.

PRIZM™ EVERYDAY

BRONZE BASE
Prizm™ Bronze

*Lenses also available in Polarized

Prizm™ Tungsten*

Prizm™ Ruby*
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SUNGLASS LENS OPTIONS
STANDARD
RATE OF
TRANSMISSION

CONTRAST

PROTECTION
INDEX

10%

NEUTRAL

3

DARK GREY

10%

NEUTRAL

3

ICE IRIDIUM®

10%

NEUTRAL

3

11%

INCREASED

3

BRIGHT LIGHT

BLACK IRIDIUM®
AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

RATE OF
TRANSMISSION

CONTRAST

PROTECTION
INDEX

23%

NEUTRAL

2

RATE OF
TRANSMISSION

CONTRAST

PROTECTION
INDEX

61%

INCREASED

1

YELLOW

90%

INCREASED

0

CLEAR

93%

NEUTRAL

0

MEDIUM LIGHT

SLATE IRIDIUM®

LOW LIGHT

AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

24K IRIDIUM®
AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

PERSIMMON
AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

WARM GREY

12%

INCREASED

3

DARK BRONZE

12%

INCREASED

3

AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

GOLD IRIDIUM®

12%

INCREASED

3

13%

NEUTRAL

3

13%

INCREASED

3

AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

EMERALD IRIDIUM®

GRADIENT

AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

TUNGSTEN IRIDIUM®
AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

MEDIUM LIGHT

RATE OF
TRANSMISSION

CONTRAST

PROTECTION
INDEX

SAPPHIRE IRIDIUM®

13%

NEUTRAL

3

CHROME IRIDIUM®

14%

NEUTRAL

3

G40™ BLACK GRADIENT

22%

INCREASED

2

VIOLET IRIDIUM®

14%

NEUTRAL

3

DARK BROWN GRADIENT

24%

INCREASED

2

16%

INCREASED

3

VR50™ BROWN GRADIENT

25%

INCREASED

2

17%

INCREASED

3

17%

NEUTRAL

3

PRIZM ™ POLARIZED

17%

INCREASED

3

GENERAL USE

17%

NEUTRAL

3

AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

FIRE IRIDIUM®
AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

JADE IRIDIUM®
AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

RUBY IRIDIUM®
AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

+RED® IRIDIUM®

RATE OF
TRANSMISSION

CONTRAST

PROTECTION
INDEX

AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION

GREY
AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION
®

VR28 BLACK IRIDIUM

®

17%

INCREASED

TORCH IRIDIUM

17%

INCREASED

Lens colors shown are representations only. Actual color may vary.
Transmission values are for reference only. Actual values may vary from model
to model. Please contact an Oakley representative for more information.
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INCREASED

3

PRIZM™ DAILY POLARIZED

14%

INCREASED

3

PRIZM™ SHALLOW WATER POLARIZED

15%

INCREASED

3

PRIZM™ BLACK POLARIZED

11%

INCREASED

3

PRIZM™ SAPPHIRE POLARIZED

12%

INCREASED

3

PRIZM™ TUNGSTEN POLARIZED

14%

INCREASED

3

PRIZM™ JADE POLARIZED

13%

INCREASED

3

PRIZM™ RUBY POLARIZED

17%

INCREASED

3

PRIZM™ GREY POLARIZED

17%

INCREASED

3

3

Protection Index (in compliance with the standard PrEN 1836)
Index 0: aesthetic, very low protection
Index 1: for weak sun luminosity
Index 2: for average sun luminosity
Index 3: for strong sun luminosity

Transitions and the swirl are registered trademarks and SOLFX and
XTRActive are trademarks of Transitions Optical, Inc.

12%

3

AVAILABLE IN PRESCRIPTION
®

PRIZM™ DEEP WATER POLARIZED

